Aarburg, March 17th, 2017

A600: All you need for the perfect coffee

The A600 from Franke Coffee Systems caters to providing customized beverage preparation of the best quality using sophisticated Swiss technology. The intuitively controlled touchscreen unfolds new dimensions in the interaction with customers and service staff. This allows the A600 to enhance the efficient service of beverages. The latest design is equipped with the FoamMaster™ for almost unlimited beverage variety and the automatic EasyClean cleaning system for impeccable hygiene.

Intelligent and user-friendly operation

You can customize and compose your choice of beverage using the touchscreen with crystal-clear resolution and intuitive menu navigation. It is designed optimally for day-to-day use in gastronomy with larger number of orders: The staff can enter various beverage orders simultaneously and the A600 prepares them one by one. This relieves the service team and utilizes the maximum capacity.

However, the A600 is also impressive in self-service mode: Using a clear touchscreen, guests place their order from an attractive, illustrated menu of beverages. This can be customized easily with your own images. The desired beverage can be selected in the blink of an eye with a simple touch or swipe of a finger, and it's very easy to set the cup size and the desired flavor.

The newly developed LED light concept not only gives the centralized display a stylish appearance, it also conveys functional instructions such as “Top up the bean hopper or milk” or “Empty the grounds container”. Thus, it is always under control.

Spotlessly clean at all times

Meeting the most stringent hygiene standards is a matter of course with the A600. This is why it is glossy with an advanced built-in cleaning concept. This reduces any work to a minimum and ensures clean and safe handling. You have a choice of two solutions: Either choose the automatic EasyClean cleaning system, which means adding the cleaning fluid manually. Or you rely on the all-round fully automatic CleanMaster cleaning system with built-in cleaning cartridge. It cannot be easier, more efficient or more convenient.
Coffee at its best with perfect quality
Extraction is the deciding factor when brewing coffee. In this step, you need to get the best out of the beans. With sophisticated methods and Swiss technology, Franke Coffee Systems has also further optimized the new A600 in this respect. The perfectly coordinated system made of a ceramic mill, a patented brewing unit and powerful add-on units (milk system, Flavor Station and cup warmer) ensures the perfect quality. As far as handling is concerned, components such as the easily accessible beans hopper, the brewing unit that can be replaced without any tools or the milk system with perfect foam quality are perfectly aligned to the needs of restaurateurs.

-----

About Franke Coffee Systems
Franke Coffee Systems is a leading provider of solutions for coffee preparation beyond the kitchen. The product range encompasses fully automatic as well as traditional coffee machines, capsule machines, and high-volume coffee brewers. A total of 500 employees work at headquarters in Aarburg (Switzerland) as well as the subsidiaries in Germany, the United States and Great Britain in order to provide the very best coffee solutions. The company also relies on a global service and distribution network with over 300 partners. As a company of the Franke Group, it belongs to Artemis Holding. Learn more at www.franke.com
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